Flatbush Ave
Ave U to Ave V
Existing Issues

- Long crossings
- Heavy pedestrian crossing volumes
- Poor visibility/yielding
- Heavy turning volumes
Goals

- Heavy pedestrian crossing volumes
- Long crossings
- Poor visibility/failure to yield
- Heavy traffic volumes

  • Improve pedestrian visibility
  • Shorten crossing distances
  • Separate vehicles and pedestrians
  • Maintain existing street configuration
Improvements

Concrete extensions replace channelization

Safety Islands break up crossing and provide waiting area

23 New Street Trees
1. Create pedestrian islands at intersection of Flatbush and Ave U to shorten crossings
2. Build pedestrian islands at the intersection of Ave U and Hendrickson St
3. Build concrete median with planters between Flatbush and bus lanes
4. Extend sidewalk and median at Flatbush Ave and Ave V
5. Plant 23 new street trees
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Thank You